
From the FCC President:                                                                                                                           
Greetings fellow photographers. So, we are still in the frigid grips of winter about to 

embrace the month of February. Don’t forget, Valentine’s Day is February 14th. 

Photographer’s being who we are will probably divert our affections to our hobby. 

Recalling those long walks on photo trips, lovingly holding the camera to steady it, those 

passionate talks about shutter speed, ASA, and aperture settings. Culminating with 

peering intently into the viewfinder, and finally experiencing that precise moment when 

camera and photographer clicked.                                                                                                                                                    

This February our competition judge will be Chuck Pine from sunny and warm Delray 

Beach Florida, presented through the magic of Zoom. We also have a very interesting 

presentation scheduled two days before “V” day by Lisa Cuchara, who will talk about 

Multiplicity, which is a technique of where a subject is captured, remastered, and 

cloned in Photoshop, with the results of showing all the clones in one photograph. You 

might have remembered Lisa from her very interesting presentation to us on Wabi Sabi, 

the beauty of imperfect and/or unconventional subjects                                                                         

The weather is cold, but our hearts are warmed by the magic of photography.                                        
Joe Macaluso                                                                                                                                    

 

                                     

Meetings: 7:00 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th 
Wednesdays  USUALLY AT 
Flushing Hospital, conference room 
on 5th Fl., 45 Ave & Burling St., 
Flushing. Park on street or in lot 
across the street on Burling St.. 
FREE but Parking ticket must be 
validated at the Camera Club.                 
Call to confirm.                                             
ALL MEETINGS CURRENTLY 
VIA ZOOM. 

Dues: $40.00 for  individuals 

$60.00 per family;$20.00 for students 
up to 23 yrs.old.      
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Our 51st year and counting. 

 

2nd—Competition - Judge: Chuck Pine                               

16th–Program: Multiplicity using Layers 

and Masks by Lisa Cuchara 

2nd—Competition - Judge: TBA                                

16th–Program:  Followup To The 11/17/21 

Black And White Photography Video                                                 

30th –Program:   Floral Photography 

Techniques At Home By Valerie Interligi  



FCC wishes a most happy and healthy Birthday to all 
our members born in February. 

      Sheila Golden and Ann Hickey         

Hoping you have a super Birthday . 
                                                                                                                             

If we do not have the month of your birth email it to Joecxlt@aol.com 
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Is there an advantage to converting a JPEG image to PNG? I have some older images captured in JPEG format that 

occasionally I will process in either Lightroom or Photoshop to see if I can improve on the final image.                                     

The primary advantage of the PNG (Portable Network Graphics) file format compared to JPEG is that                                                                     

compression artifacts are not created when an image is saved as a PNG file. Therefore, I would opt for                                                                      

a file format other than JPEG when saving a processed copy of the image, but there's no need to                                                                                    

convert all existing JPEG images to a different file format if the JPEG images won't be processed.                                                                     

One of the drawbacks of the JPEG image format is that lossy compression is used when the image is                                                      

saved. That means there is always a risk of at least some degree of visible artifacts caused by the JPEG                                                                              

compression. For this reason, it can be advantageous to use an image format other than JPEG.                                                                                                                                      

However, JPEG compression is only applied when the file is first created, or when the file is re-saved after applying 

adjustments. Therefore, there's no need to convert the JPEG image to a different file format unless adjustments are being 

applied to the JPEG. In other words, you can keep the original files in the JPEG format, and only create a new file with a 

different format for images you will be editing.                                                                                                                                                            

The PNG file format is a perfectly good alternative to JPEG images. By default, there is only lossless compression applied to 

PNG images, so compression artifacts won't be an issue. In addition, PNG files can use a bit depth higher than the 8-bit per 

channel maximum for JPEG images. PNG files also support transparency, though this feature is not generally meaningful for 

photographic images under normal circumstances.                                                                                                                                                                     

Keep in mind that if you are using software such as Photoshop that includes special features such as layers, you'll need to 

save the image in a format that supports those features if you want them preserved for future editing. That would mean 

saving as a Photoshop PSD or TIFF image in the context of Photoshop, for example.                                                                                  

Also keep in mind that if you're using Lightroom Classic to edit a JPEG image, the source image file is not actually altered 

directly. Rather, the adjustments are simply metadata values. So, the original JPEG remains unaltered, and a new file will 

only be created if you export the image from Lightroom Classic.  

From the editor’s desk: 

BACK IN ACTION:    As most of you know by now my old desk top computer (used mainly for the 

newsletter) once again went kaput.  Therefore I ordered a lap top but in the meantime I took this desk top 

to Micro Center in Westbury for another repair. My mind was spinning with the prospect of not only 

learning the new laptop but also loading new versions of Publisher, Word etc and dealing with that.  After 

notifying the membership about the delay in the newsletter I began researching how best to buy and to 

install Publisher along with Word and Excell on my new laptop that came without much software.  The  

stand alone prices gave me sticker shock  Many members gave me suggestions and I appreciated them 

all as I checked out each one. Well after a week the folks at Micro Center  sent me a text yesterday that 

the desk top was repaired.  I hurried to get it home, hooked it up, and was relieved to see that my antique 

version of Publisher is still intact and the working version of the February newsletter was still there to be 

completed.  So I am back in action.  You now have the late February edition of the Newsletter which may 

be a little abridged to expedite sending out.  Thanks again to all who sent suggestions it lets me know that 

the Newsletter is in fact read and missed when not published.   

So in this issue we have on this page the Tim Grey article on JPEG vs PNG.  Pages 3 & 4 has an article on taking better smart 

phone images. Also on page 4 are the standings after the February Competition.  Page 5 has the January images of the 

month. Page 6 has another great Russ Burden tip.   Hope you enjoy.   “photoJoe” Crupi 



Want to Take Better Smartphone Photos? Try These 10 Tips From Pro Photographers                           
By Patrick Lucas Austin                                                                                                                                                                                                   

If you’ve got the latest smartphone, you should step up your photography game to match. So here are 

some tips from professionals.                                                                                                                                                     

First, start with a clean slate   Before you shoot a single picture, you’ll want to make sure your gear is in 

order. Do a bit of pre-shot cleaning. “That’s the first rule for me,” says portrait and fine art photographer 

Henry Oji. “Always clean your phone camera lens before you take an image.”   While wiping your lens on 

your jeans might do the job, using coarse materials, like a cotton shirt, or a napkin you dipped in water, 

may end up damaging your lens over time. Always use a softer material — like a microfiber cloth — to 

clean any smudges off your camera lens.                                                                                                                                 

A little framing goes a long way    You can employ your camera to assist you when it comes to framing 

and composing your shots.  In iOS, visit Settings and select Camera. From there, enable “Grid” to deploy 

a rule-of-thirds overlay in the Camera app. That grid will help you better compose your image, and keep 

your shot parallel with any vertical or horizontal lines in your shot. On Android devices, visit Settings > 

Apps > Camera, and select “Grid Lines” to choose between a rule-of-thirds overlay or a square overlay 

for perfectly framed Instagram images. That framing is one part of composing  and so is making sure 

you’re not capturing any unwanted subjects while you shoot. “Composition, composition, composition!” 

says portrait and nightlife photographer Kenny Rodriguez, whose subjects rarely stay in one place for 

long. “I would suggest making sure that everything in the frame is there because you want it there.”    

Ditch the digital zoom   As much as you’d love to get a closer look at that dog across the field, you might 

have to be content with a picture. But zooming in before you take the shot is not the solution. Digital 

zoom shots are simply cropped and resized images, unlike the optical zoom functionality you might find 

on a full-blown camera. Digital zoom will not only yield a grainy image, it will reduce the resolution of the 

overall photo and exacerbate any vibrations from your hands, leaving you with an inferior representation 

of that adorable canine. That includes shots taken on phones with multiple camera lenses.                       

Look for light before making your own The flash of an LED light from a smartphone doesn’t flatter 

anyone, no matter what pose you’re striking. And that glaring light coming from a single source will more 

often than not give your images a harsh, odd-colored look compared to light being diffused from one or 

multiple sources.  Instead find other sources of light you can use, be it the waning sun, some indoor 

lights, or even some candlelight if you want to get artsy with it.                                                                        

Watch out for cloud storage shenanigans Cloud storage services, like Google Photos or iCloud, can be a 

great way to take a ton of photos without worrying about how much space is left on your phone. But 

some of these services don’t automatically store the highest possible resolution version of your photos, 

or, if you take lots of pictures, you may have to pay a monthly fee to back up all your high-res photos. “A 

cloud-based backup service is actually one of the best investments you can make,” says architecture 

photographer João Morgado.   If you want to hold onto every pixel, or prize image quality above 

everything, storing photos in their original format and paying the premium of a few bucks each month to 

store the high resolution images might be worth it.                                                                                                 

Steady yourself   If your shots of the city skyline look a little off-kilter, or your images during sunset seem 

a bit blurry, you should familiarize yourself with the photographer’s most useful tool: the tripod. “A good 

tripod is absolutely essential, but for smartphone photographers it is usually left out,” says Morgado.  “It 

gives you an amazing range of new techniques and photography styles: long-exposures, time-lapse, low 

light photography, light painting and many many other uses.” Pocket-sized tripods are perfect for 

smartphone photography.                                                                                                                                                        

Go remote with a shutter button   Hate setting a timer and sprinting into frame only to get an awful 

picture out of it? Sounds like you need a remote shutter, an ideal accessory for shooting images that 

require a more steady hand, or self-portraits. “Tapping the screen, no matter how careful you are, it will 

cause vibrations that will affect your photography,” says Morgado, whose architecture photography often 

requires long exposures. “It is a no-brainer for long exposures and night photography and it will for sure 

improve your technique.”  Remote shutters are pocketable, inexpensive, and connect to your phone via 

Bluetooth. Or tell your (Android) phone to take a picture .     continued  next page 
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https://time.com/author/patrick-lucas-austin/
http://shots.xxx
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A Group  #Images                 score 

Bill McLernon 12 22.5 

Elliot Friedman 12 21.5 

Gary Hu  5 14 

Joe Macaluso 11 13 

Frederick Mark 10 10.5 

Sharon Jackson 8 10.5 

Yinping Zong 6 9 

Edward Xu 8 9 

David Aliono 4 6 

AFTER THE FEBRUARY COMPETITION 

Bernard Huang 12 27.5 

Louise DeStefano 12 24.5 

Bob Green 12 23 

Sheree Lin 12 23 

Bernie Gellman 12 23 

Roy Woelfel 12 21.5 

Tony Coppeta       12 21.5 

Andrew Silver 10 19 

Ann Hickey      10 18.5 

Tony Siciliano 8 14 

Martin Fleischer 10 13.5 

Bob Green 6 14 

Ann Hickey    4 11 

Bill McLernon 6 10 

Bernie Gellman 5 9 

Elliot Friedman 5 8 

Tony Siciliano 5 7.5 

Marty Fleischer 5 6.5 

Tony Coppeta  3 4 

Edward Xu 4 4 

Louise Destefano 1 1.5 

Roy Woelfel 1 1 

Joe Macaluso 1 0 

Bob Green 6 18.5 

Elliot Friedman 6 13 

Bill McLernon 6 11 

Tony Siciliano 5 10.5 

Roy Woelfel 6 8 

Tony Coppeta  5 7 

Edward Xu 4 6 

Ann Hickey         4 5.5 

Martin Fleischer 4 4.5 

Louise Destefano 3 4.5 

Joe Macaluso 4 4 

Bernie Gellman 2 2 

Note: Since the newsletter came out late I was able to include these February competition standings. 

Better Smartphone Photos  Continued from page 3                                                                                                        

Since your smartphone’s already constantly listening, waiting for you to demand its attention, why not 

make it take your selfies, too?   On Android smartphones, you can ask your Google Assistant to take a 

photo, selfie, or timed image and watch your smartphone open the camera app. On Google’s Pixel 

smartphones, you can have Google automatically detect the perfect moment for a photo, be it a big 

smile or a kiss, thanks to its AI-powered face detection features like Top Shot and Photobooth.On iOS, 

Siri will open the camera app for you, though you’ll have to press the button yourself.                                                                                                               

Experiment with exposure Exposure can make or break any photo.. “Always tap the screen to lock focus 

on the subject you’re photographing,” says Oji. “This is particularly useful when shooting people against 

skies. It prevents you from having dark images.”   Of course, if that’s the artistic look you’re hoping to 

showcase to all of your followers, there’s an easy fix. “If you want silhouettes, just tap the sky, to 

underexpose your subjects.”                                                                                                                                                                          

Portrait Mode works when there’s light Using any device’s “portrait mode” feature, which simulates the 

shallow depth of field.  “It’s better for taking portraits of people,” says Oji.  “But if you’re using an 

iPhone, use portrait mode only when you have sufficient light.” 
You may recall that our Judge in January was Butch Mazzuca from Colorado.  In lieu of our usual stipend he elected to have us donate the 

$50 to the “Semper Fi & America’s” charity fund in his name.  Today we received a thank you from them indicating the money will be used 

for injured military and their families.  Thanks Butch. 

Judge:           

Chuck Pine 



B&W   “Taking a break”    BElliot Friedman 

A Group     “Spoonbill taking off”     Gary Hu  

Salon Group   “fish boat”   Bernard Huang    

Creative    “Let there be light”    Bernie Gellman 
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To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my photo tours or safaris.                                                                                           

Please visit www.russburdenphotography.com to get more information. 

Storm Light                                                                                                                                 
“Give me 5 minutes of great light over three hours of ordinary light,”  is just one of 

the many quotes I love to share when I lead one of my safaris. “It’s not the 

number of pictures you take home, it’s the quality of the ones you keep,” is 

another. And finally, “It’s All About the Light.” What these three standardly used 

quotes of mine are leading up to is the premise of this article - the impact of storm 

light. Storm light is dramatic, short lived, and tough to shoot, but it’s what creates 

unique images. If you chase it, you’re guaranteed to spend a lot of shot-less 

sessions in the field, but during those sessions when it happens, they quickly melt 

away the bad memories.    

 FILTER IT: Two filters I consider indispensable in storm light situations are the graduated neutral density and polarizer. The 

grad filter will help tone down contrast to more closely match the exposure range between a dark sky and spot lit 

foreground or visa versa. When dramatic light conditions prevail, it’s hard to say where the good light will appear. If the sky 

is bright but the foreground is in deep shadow, the grad can reduce the exposure in the sky. If the foreground is the area 

receiving the most light, put the dark part of the filter at the bottom of the holder. If you buy only one, get the 2 stop soft 

edge. The second filter that is always in my bag is the polarizer. If there is glare on any subject in the composition, the 

polarizer helps reduce it and provides greater color saturation. It can also help make a rainbow more intense.                               

CHECK LOCAL WEATHER: When it comes to checking the weather, I emphasize the word Local in that forecasts that show 

the weather of a large expanse of land may not reveal what’s happening where you’re standing. All kidding aside, the best 

way to forecast the weather is to look out the window. I was leading a tour to Bryce Canyon NP and the forecast was terrible. 

This puzzled me when I saw a shadow appear while I was in my motel room. I quickly knocked on everyone’s door and we 

wound up with a very satisfying sunset shoot - local weather. The internet is a great source of information as you can get 

cloud patterns zoomed into very local areas. If you’re in a situation where the forecast is not good, monitor the local radar 

and look for breaks. If you see them, grab your gear and head to your destination. A sudden build up of strong winds often 

puts you on the edge of a storm. These times produce great photographic potential.                                                                                          

SAFETY: I realize this is a no brainer, but should you be one to chase storms, be aware that your tripod is a great lightning 

rod. Storm light is often associated with low light necessitating the use of a tripod. Stay well ahead of the storm and use 

common sense before breaking it out. Use a long lens to bring the storm close to you rather than you going to it. Shoot from 

the interior of your car to give yourself some protection. Use a bean bag or pillow across the door or window to stabilize your 

camera. If strong winds develop, be aware of falling and / or blowing debris. If you’re ahead of the storm and you have your 

tripod set up, be aware that the winds could topple your rig and wind up costing you a lot.                                                                               

GET THE MOST: Here’s a laundry list of  items to help you get better storm 

shots: a) Use a telephoto zoom to isolate the most dramatic lighting 

conditions that unfold; b) Bracket your exposures to prevent shadow detail 

from blocking up or from losing the highlights. Post processing in Photoshop 

can help, but nailing the exposure allows you to get the most out of the file; 

c) Post process for drama punching up the saturation and contrast to give 

the image impact; d) Keep the tripod low to the ground so wind doesn’t 

topple it or make the image soft because of camera movement; e) Finally, 

make sure you have all your filters and accessories ready in an instant 

because storm light doesn’t last long.  
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David DuChemin is a humanitarian, nature, and adventure photographer. His work takes him to far-flung 

locations across the globe.  “Photographing a culture in the here and now often means photographing 

the intersection of the present with the past.”  

Stay Focused! 

http://www.russburdenphotography.com

